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ABSTRACT
Sketch researchers have produced impressive recognition ac-
curacy in many different usage domains. Unfortunately,
many applications that feature advanced recognition provide
insufficient support for erasure. Researchers and developers
can tell that allowing users to remove strokes from the board
makes their job more difficult, but for the most part this is
just a vague notion supported by trial and error. A better
understanding of these issues would help developers reduce
the intellectual overhead of design, either by avoiding the
potential complexity of erasure when possible, or by craft-
ing sensible design patterns for when it cannot be avoided.

In this paper, we formalize the semantics of sketch recogni-
tion applications that allow for both stroke creation and era-
sure. We divide the space of applications into seven classes
defined by the type of information that can affect recognition
(ordering of events and explicit tracking of erasure). Each
class is modeled as a transition system over infinite states,
where transitions between states occur when a stroke is ei-
ther drawn or erased. With these semantics defined, we hope
to simplify the task of developing sketch recognition appli-
cations that support erasure.
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INTRODUCTION
Sketch-based applications up to this point have produced im-
pressive results in terms of recognition accuracy over many
different usage domains. At the same time, support for era-
sure has been largely relegated to only brief discussion or,
more commonly, put off as future work. In many sketch-
based systems, allowing users to remove their strokes often
plays a secondary role to getting the recognition right in the
first place, so it ends up being seen as an unnecessary fea-
ture.
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Figure 1. Erasure semantics can be tedious to enumerate even for sim-
ple sketch applications. When the user erases an X, the board could
declare the game invalid, or roll back the moves. If she erases part of
the board, the possibilities are even more abstract.

As a mode of interaction, however, erasure is a vital aspect
of any realistic application driven by free-form pen input.
Work by Dixon et al. [2] characterizing a typical whiteboard
shows that 27% of user operations per drawing session are
erases. Electronic whiteboards and tablets operate on free-
form user pen strokes, so there are bound to be mistakes that
go unchecked until the user notices them. Without a way to
erase and correct mistakes, users of current sketch applica-
tions are largely restricted to clearing the board and starting
from scratch in the event of an error.

In fact, erasure is used for more than just error correction,
and applications should provide for rapid modification of
drawings through stroke removal. One advantage of using
a hand-drawn visualization is the ability to quickly try out
ideas, often with the results of a drawing providing insight
into ways a design could be improved. For example, a cir-
cuit diagram drawn out in full may hint at better ways to
route wires, and a user must be able to make the required
changes quickly to get much use out of such an application.
Thus, even if recognition rates are perfect, the iterative na-
ture of diagramming, alongside human imperfection, makes
erasure a common action.



Though the value of supporting erasure in sketch applica-
tions is plain to see, this feature has been avoided in many
projects. Removing strokes from an intelligent drawing
board complicates applications, both in terms of engineer-
ing the system and designing the user interaction.

Some of the best recognition techniques employ machine
learning algorithms whose operations are not easily re-
versed. For example, in SketchREAD, application context
is exploited for stroke recognition by maintaining represen-
tative Bayesian networks. Partial networks are dynamically
grafted onto the main network as strokes are added, but if
strokes are erased from the board, shrinking the network ac-
cordingly “introduces subtleties into the recognition process
that [the] system is not yet designed to deal with.” [1]

Even if the mechanism of stroke removal is straightforward,
the semantic subtleties of erasure can arise in simple appli-
cations. In an environment like a tablet PC, which allows
erasure alongside free-form strokes, the number of possi-
ble use-cases explodes. For instance, in a tic-tac-toe game,
the system might require the user to draw four strokes for a
board at which point play begins. The user can then draw an
X, followed by the computer playing an O iteratively un-
til one side wins. Without erasure, this could be naively
implemented by recognizing a board as four crossing lines,
and then listening for a user’s moves until the game is com-
plete. As shown in figure 1, allowing users to remove strokes
makes this rather simple application significantly more com-
plex. After the first round of play, the application has drawn
its O, but what happens if the user erases her X? The game
could force a forfeit, but what if this was error correction
and not cheating? Suppose play has progressed, and the user
erases an X she drew two turns ago. We could clear all of
her plays and start the game over, or treat the board as if the
X is still there, or even play back the remaining moves as
if the first move never happened. Beyond defining rules for
the game, what if she plays several rounds and then erases
a line making up the board? We could clear the board of
all X marks, but what if she draws the line back in? The
final quality of this program would wholly depend on how
thoroughly the designer plans and tests the possible ordering
combinations.

Many applications are clearly made much more complex by
introducing erase, but sketch interface researchers are oper-
ating without a clear definition of which features are at fault.
A better understanding of these issues could allow develop-
ers to avoid this complexity when possible, or to experiment
with design patterns and best practices when it cannot be
avoided. In either case, such a definition would help devel-
opers reduce the intellectual overhead of design.

In this work, we formalize the semantics that sketch recog-
nition applications can follow regarding stroke creation and
erasure. We classify the space of semantics that sketch ap-
plications can follow according to the type of events (strokes
and deletions) that are tracked throughout the application’s
life and whether the ordering of these events matters (se-
quence vs. set semantics). We define each application class

as an infinite transition system whose transitions (stroke ad-
dition and deletion) express its semantics.

RELATED WORK
Defining Semantics
While this is the first attempt to analyze of the semantics
of stroke erasure, other work has looked at defining or us-
ing abstract semantics to benefit sketch. In their analysis
[3], Freeman et al. examine the semantics of connectors (ar-
rows, edges, and lines) in order to support general classes
of diagrams. They divide the space of diagrams express-
ible through connector semantics into undirected graphs, di-
rected graphs, and organization charts. While the context for
their semantics is different than ours, the end goal of their
work on semantics is the same: simplifying conceptual diffi-
culties currently present in sketch application development.
In their case, this involved extending the InkKit framework
to better support diagrams.

Implementations of Erasure
Many researchers have implemented erasure, despite a lack
of formal semantics, though it is often limited in some way.
Here we discuss how previous researchers have handled era-
sure in their projects.

Some applications simply disallow erasure of strokes. As
discussed above, SketchREAD [1] users can only add
strokes to the board, but this should only become a problem
for complex diagrams. Flatland [8] divides drawing space
into separate segments over which recognition “behaviors”
can be executed. Though users can copy and delete segments
as they wish, strokes within segments are permanent.

Several applications avoid much of the difficulty associated
with erasure by re-evaluating modified strokes from scratch
during recognition. InkKit [9] performs what the authors call
“lazy” recognition of strokes, allowing users to edit the un-
derlying board as they wish before explicitly invoking recog-
nition. In this way, the iterative process of adding and delet-
ing strokes can largely be ignored, as only the strokes present
upon recognition affect application meaning. MathPath2 [7]
uses a circle-tap gesture to invoke recognition of strokes
to similar effect. Erasure in this system involves removing
strokes via a scribble gesture, and explicitly re-recognizing
the modified strokes. SimuSketch [5] can also be categorized
as explicit recognition through its “recognize-on-demand”
feature. However, erasure in this system does not occur
on strokes themselves; after recognition of basic circuit ele-
ments, a user may delete the higher-level objects in their en-
tirety. SILK [6] handles erasure in a similar way to SimuS-
ketch, in that erasure occurs by deleting higher-level objects
(in this case interface widgets) rather than individual strokes.

The Electronic Cocktail Napkin [4] seems to take a different
approach to erasure than the previous applications. Strokes
in this system are recognized as basic glyphs in an “eager”
manner, that is, immediately after they are drawn. These
glyphs are then matched to higher-level spatial predicates,
which describe the composition of more complex structures.
As the system supports erasure through a gesture command,



erased strokes must propagate and remove glyphs, which
then affects which spatial predicates are matched.

  

Class Strokes Deletes Example

Class 1 Set Ø ZombieBoard

Class 2 Sequence Ø SketchREAD

Class 3 Set Set

Class 4 Set Sequence Bomb defusing game

Class 5 Sequence Set

Class 6 Sequence Sequence Consumer-producer list

Class 7 Combined Sequence Undo button / code bugs

Class 7
<S,D>

Class 6
<S> <D>

Class 5
<S>{D}

Class 4
{S} <D>

Class 3
{S} {D}

Class 1
{S}

Class 2
<S>

Figure 2. Semantics classes in terms of sequence and sets of strokes and
deletions. Each class is expresses some subset of the semantics of more
specific classes.

THE SEMANTICS OF RECOGNITION
One can think of any sketch recognition application as
assigning meaning to some drawing-board states, which
change as the user draws or deletes strokes. One board state
is only different from another if the recognition algorithm
has different meanings for each; otherwise, to the applica-
tion, the states are indistinguishable. For instance, systems
that interpret strictly geometric relationships assign a differ-
ent meaning to different sets of visible strokes, but the var-
ious drawing orders for those strokes all result in the same
meaning. Other applications (such as certain games) dif-
ferentiate between structurally equivalent sets of strokes de-
pending on their drawing order, or even because of strokes
that were previously erased.

In this section, we describe the classes of recognition algo-
rithm semantics in terms of transition systems, which behave
like finite automata with an infinite number of states. For an
application to fit the semantics of the transition system, every
state must map to a single possible “meaning.” Any opera-
tion that can change the meaning of the board acts as a tran-
sition from one board state to another, so we consider stroke
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Figure 3. The transition system representing the semantics of class 1.
Application state is wholly dependent on the unordered set of strokes.

drawing (AddStroke) and stroke erasure (DeleteStroke)
as possible transitions.

A transition system is defined as

TS = 〈S, S0, δ〉
where S is an infinite set of recognition states for an appli-
cation, with S0 being the initial, empty board state and

δ : S × {AddStroke ∪DeleteStroke} → S

is the transition function that maps a state and anAddStroke
or DeleteStroke operation to another state. For our pur-
poses, we consider strokes as the finest granularity of user
input, and the operations of adding a stroke and deleting
a stroke are presumed atomic. Since a user can draw any
stroke at any time, each board state will have an infinite num-
ber of AddStroke transitions. We further require that delet-
ing a stroke can only occur after it has already been added to
the board, so a state will only have as many DeleteStroke
transitions as it has strokes.

We define the classes of semantics according to the type of
events (strokes and deletions) that affect recognition logic
and whether ordering of these events can result in board
states with different meanings. The breakdown of each class
in terms of these variables is shown in figure 2.

We first discuss the extreme ends of our semantics classes
as they are the most intuitive. We then explore intermediate
classes of semantics by progressively relaxing information
constraints, present in the most specific class.

Class 1: Stateless Erasure of Unordered Strokes
As discussed earlier, some applications assign meaning de-
pendent only on the collection of strokes on the board in-
dependent of previously deleted strokes or their draw order.
These applications act as if they become aware of the final
set of strokes all at once, so deleting a stroke is equivalent to
having never drawn it.
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Figure 4. The transition system representing the semantics of class 7.
A state’s meaning is completely dependent on the ordered sequence of
stroke and delete operations.

As shown in figure 3, the transition system equivalent to
these semantics has states represented solely by strokes
grouped into a set. If the application is in any state Si,
drawing a stroke means taking the AddStroke transition to
a state with the new stroke plus all of Si’s strokes. Erasing a
stroke in Si means following a DeleteStroke transition to
the state with all strokes except the erased one. AddStroke
operations are forward edges that always increase state com-
plexity while DeleteStroke operations are backward edges
that reduce complexity. In these semantics, any state Si of
sufficient complexity can be reached by many paths– one for
every ordering ofAddStroke operations, as well as multiple
“backtracking” paths that reach Si by removing strokes.

Having multiple, equivalent paths over stroke addition
means that recognition is effectively offline, and algorithms
can optimize the order in which strokes are considered; for
example, a workflow diagramming tool may be able to avoid
multiple passes over the strokes if they are evaluated from
top to bottom, even though the user could have drawn them
in any order. At the same time, however, since stroke or-
dering is not represented, applications cannot use this in-
formation to aid recognition (e.g. consecutive strokes can
be related in some domains). Applications that operate on
complete sets of user strokes (such as Saund’s ZombieBoard
[10]) fit this semantics

Class 7: Totally Ordered Strokes and Erases
In the most general case of our semantics space, applications
assign a unique meaning to the board depending on the or-
der of stroke drawing and erasure events; every stroke can
change the board’s meaning differently depending on when
it is added, and deleting a stroke can have different mean-
ings depending on what has been drawn or erased up to that
point. Applications that fall into this semantics do not de-
fine their behavior according to a consistent structure, but
rather can act as if each stroke or erasure is a special case.
For instance, any application that provides a last-in-first-out
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Figure 5. The transition system representing the semantics of class 6.
Application state depends on both the ordering of the strokes and the
ordering of deletes, but not on the ordering between strokes and deletes.

“undo” feature fits into this class since the sequence of stroke
and delete events uniquely determines the behavior of press-
ing an undo button. Applications can also fall into this cat-
egory as a result of error since improperly “rolling back”
the effect of previous events can lead to a state that is only
reachable by a specific order of strokes and deletes.

As shown in figure 4, each state is represented by an or-
dered sequence of AddStroke and DeleteStroke events.
By tracking stroke deletion as a first-class event, erasure no
longer removes a stroke from the a board state as in class
1. This allows erased strokes to affect application mean-
ing even after they are no longer visible. For example, the
application could set some property once a stroke is drawn
(e.g. marking a “G” changes some widget’s color to green)
that persists even after the stroke is erased (e.g. the widget
stays green). However, this information comes at the cost of
monotonically increasing state complexity with every oper-
ation; since deleted strokes are not forgotten, recognition of
new strokes may have to take into account the entire history
of the application. Since adding or deleting strokes transi-
tions from one state to a different subtree of states every time
a stroke is drawn or erased, every state in these semantics is
uniquely describable by a unique sequence of AddStroke
and DeleteStroke operations.

INTERMEDIATE SEMANTICS
Now that we have discussed the most specific (class 7) and
most relaxed (class 1) semantics, it is valuable to explore
the intermediate classes of semantics that sketch applications
can express. We show that, beginning with totally ordered
semantics, one can iteratively relax ordering requirements to
express progressively less restrictive semantics.

Class 6: Stroke Sequence, Delete Sequence
This class of semantics is given by the transition system
shown in figure 5. In this system, every state is defined
by separate sequences of strokes and deletes. Thus, every



state is reachable via multiple paths, each of which main-
tains a relative ordering between AddStroke events and be-
tweenDeleteStroke transitions, but whereAddStroke and
DeleteStroke transitions are not mutually ordered.

An application that follows these slightly relaxed ordering
semantics could be one that treats strokes and deletes as pro-
ducer and consumer events. For example, one user could
draw a tic next to a list of chores she wants her roommate to
do in the order she needs them done. Her roommate erases
tics in the order he completes the chores, and is alerted if he
goes out of order. Note that the order of each user’s actions
only matters relative to his or her own actions, but ordering
between strokes and deletes is irrelevant.

Class 6 expresses a subclass of class 7’s semantics. This
can be shown by ignoring the relative ordering between
strokes and deletes in the class 7’s single, totally-ordered
sequence. That is, a class 6 state of (〈S1, S2〉〈D1, D2〉)
can be emulated by, for example, treating the class 7 state
〈S1, D1, S2, D2〉 as equivalent to 〈S1, S2, D1, D2〉.

Class 5: Stroke Sequence, Delete Set
The transition system describing these semantics uses states
represented by a sequence of strokes and a set of deletes.
States in these semantics can be reached through multi-
ple operation paths, but each must enforce an ordering on
AddStroke operations. Since deletes are represented as a
set, paths can follow any order of
DeleteStroke operations.

Class 5 states differ from those of class 6 by relaxing the
ordering restriction on deletes, so class 6 applications can
emulate the semantics of class 5 by simply ignoring ordering
requirements between either strokes or deletes. For example,
to emulate the class 5 state of (〈S1, S2〉{D1, D2}), the class
6 state of (〈S1, S2〉〈D1, D2〉) must have the same meaning
as (〈S1, S2〉〈D2, D1〉).

Class 4 Stroke set, Delete sequence
This class of semantics also relaxes class 6, but by ignoring
stroke order (the order of erasure still matters). A state is
defined by its set of strokes and a sequence of deletes, so a
state Si can be reached by multiple paths where the order
of AddStroke operations does not matter, but all paths have
the same DeleteStroke ordering.

These semantics cover any application that can operate on
an unordered set of strokes, but where the order of deletes
matters. Though this class is somewhat abstract, an exam-
ple application could be a two-player bomb-defusing game.
One player draws colored wires in any order to link the trig-
ger circuits to the detonator, but the second player’s victory
depends on the order in which she erases the wire strokes.

Expressing class 4 semantics in terms of class 6 is similar
to expressing class 5; ordering restrictions on strokes are ig-
nored, but deletes remain ordered.

Class 3: Stroke Set, Delete Set
Recognition algorithms that keep track of added strokes as
well as delete operations without retaining any ordering in-
formation fit into this class. Since states are defined over
sets of strokes and sets of deletes, the ordering of strokes and
deletes is irrelevant. However, like all higher classes, once
a stroke is added with an AddStroke operation, in these se-
mantics it will never be removed, and state complexity in-
creases monotonically with each operation. However, the
relaxed ordering requirements means that there are still mul-
tiple execution paths that can result in the same state. For
example, the transition sequences

〈Add(S1), Add(S2), Del(S1)〉
and

〈Add(S1), Del(S1), Add(S2)〉
both result in the state ({S1, S2}, {D1}).

These semantics can be seen as a relaxation of either class 4
or 5, where the remaining ordering information is ignored.

Class 2: Stroke Sequence
The transition system representing these semantics has states
defined only by a sequence of strokes. These applications
enforce an ordering between strokes, but since deletes are
not tracked, erasure means removing a stroke from the state.
Much like class 1, any state Si in this system is reachable by
multiple forward and backward paths where DeleteStroke
transitions remove strokes from the sequence, in essence for-
getting they were ever drawn. However, like class 5, paths
that lead to Si must have the same ordering overAddStroke
transitions.

This kind of application builds up state as strokes are in-
put, using prior information to affect recognition of later
strokes, but following erasure behaves as if the stroke was
never created. The resulting meaning after the user draws a
new stroke is a function of the previous meaning and the new
stroke, so to forget a stroke, erasure rolls back the board’s
state to one before the erased stroke was added, then replay
stroke additions (minus the erased stroke).

In these semantics, a text recognition algorithm could lever-
age the left-to-right writing style of most Western users to
anticipate upcoming letters. A user might draw a stroke that
alone looks like an “F” following a sequence recognized as
“PURPL.” The application could then weight recognition re-
sults to preferentially complete the string “PURPLE” with
an “E” character. Note that the same nudge would not neces-
sarily occur if the strokes were drawn in another order. Since
the “E” stroke depends on the interpretation of the “PURPL”
strokes, then erasing the letter “L” would invalidate the logic
that generated the “E” stroke’s meaning. The application
would then have to re-evaluate the “E” stroke in the updated
context of “PURP”.

Also, an application that provides limited “undo” support
where strokes can be removed in a last-in-first-out order
would need at least ordered strokes to be expressible in a
transition system.



In order to express class 2 semantics in terms of class 5 se-
mantics, deletion must act as if it removes the stroke from
the board. Class 2 can thus be expressed in class 5 terms by
ignoring any stroke that pairs with a delete. This is a poten-
tially complicated transformation, since strokes in classes 2
and 5 are strictly ordered. Strokes that have a correspond-
ing delete must not affect the meaning of strokes that fol-
low them, so each delete must act as a reversal of its corre-
sponding stroke. This transformation results in every class 2
state having infinite equivalent class 5 states. For example,
the class 2 state 〈S1〉 would be equivalent to class 5 states
(〈S1〉{}), (〈S1, S2〉{D2}), (〈S2, S1, S3〉{D2, D3}), etc.

Finally, relaxing class 2 semantics by ignoring ordering in-
formation will act to emulate class 1 semantics. In this way,
class 2 states like (〈S1, S2, S3〉) would be treated as equiva-
lent to (〈S3, S1, S2〉) (along with any other permutation) to
emulate a class 1 state of {S1, S2, S3}.

Combined Semantics
Real-world sketch applications often do not fall into any sin-
gle semantics category all of the time. However, if an ap-
plication expresses some higher-level semantics in even a
single case, then it must accommodate the behavior of the
most complex semantics when strokes are added or deleted
because every state in the transition system must map to a
single meaning. If even a single state is differentiable by
information not in expressed in a simpler semantics, then an
application must be represented in a more complex transition
system with states that can represent the additional informa-
tion.

The tic-tac-toe application discussed earlier, for example,
may express different semantics depending on how much the
user has drawn. When the first strokes of a tic-tac-toe board
are added, the recognition algorithm does not need to know
the order in which they are drawn, so it could be expressed
in class 1 semantics.

However, once the board is drawn, the state of the game be-
comes intimately tied with the order in which the user draws
her X marks. The application’s state (the computer’s move
choices) is different depending on whether the user draws
her first two X moves in the center square then in some cor-
ner or in the reverse order, so the application now expresses
at least class 2 semantics.

When a user is allowed to erase strokes, all of the subtleties
discussed earlier arise, and the programmer must decide on
a higher level semantics to follow. If every case is evalu-
ated individually, this may require the highest-level seman-
tics, class 7.

EMULATING COMMON FEATURES
While our semantics classes have stroke addition and dele-
tion a first class operations, many sketch applications have
other features beyond these two primitives. In this section,
we discuss ways of emulating some of these features within
our semantics classes.

Gestures
One common feature in sketch applications that is not repre-
sented directly is support for gestures. When a user draws a
gesture, an application will treat it like a command instead of
a stroke to be analyzed, so the visible mark typically disap-
pears immediately. Since the board state changes in response
to a gesture, an application must differentiate meaning be-
tween board states depending on strokes that are no longer
visible. In our semantics, this is expressed by maintaining
delete information as a first-class event. In fact, gestures can
be thought of as a special case of the interactions already ex-
pressible by classes 3 through 7; gestures are simply strokes
that are immediately erased after they are drawn. Thus, the
sequence 〈S1, S2, D1, G〉 where G is some gesture can be
seen as equivalent to 〈S1, S2, D1, SG, DG〉. Classes 1 and 2
cannot represent gestures, since they assign meaning exclu-
sively according to visible strokes.

Partial Erasure
While these classes of semantics describe applications that
provide for erasure at the stroke-level granularity, applica-
tions may want to provide for sub-stroke granularity (indi-
vidual points) when erasing. Partial erasure can be expressed
in our semantics as a DeleteStroke operation followed by
one or more AddStroke operations.

Partial erasure involves removing some parts of a stroke
while leaving others untouched. Given any stroke s, a par-
tial erase will split it into sub-strokes s0, s1, ..., sk. Given
the operations in our semantics, for class 1 applications this
is equivalent to performing a DeleteStroke(s) followed by
AddStroke(s0), AddStroke(s1)...AddStroke(sk). Since
deleted strokes are forgotten and ordering is not taken into
account, this process sufficiently expresses partial erase.

Difficulty arises in class 2 where ordering is important, since
the series ofAddStroke operations could add partial strokes
to a later part of the stroke sequence than the original stroke.
Partial erasure must then act as if it rolls back the applica-
tion state, removes the original stroke (full erasure), adds the
sub strokes to the sequence (partial erasure) and then replays
subsequent strokes.

Since semantics classes 3 through 7 retain information about
delete actions, partial erasure does not necessarily have the
same meaning as deletion followed by adding sub-strokes.
Thus, it may be necessary to express the semantics of these
applications as keeping track of partial-erasure events as
well as whole-stroke addition and deletion events, where
each state has a transition for every possible partial erasure.

Here, subtleties of interpretation can affect further simpli-
fication. If an application regards a single multi-segment
stroke the same as a matching sequence of two-point seg-
ments drawn separately, then partial erase can be expressed
in our semantics. Every stoke would be broken down into
its constituent line segments, and each would be added or
deleted separately; AddStroke and DeleteStroke would
effectively be replaced by AddSegment and
DeleteSegment operations. In this modified seman-



tics, a partial erase from a state would be a path of
DeleteSegment transitions.

If line segments drawn as part of a single stroke can be inter-
preted differently from identical segments drawn piecemeal,
then our semantics classes would have to be fundamentally
modified to capture this information.

FUTURE WORK
Though our model of semantics captures most critical as-
pects of sketch-based applications, there are interaction
methods that we currently cannot formally express. Future
work in this domain could involve extending or modifying
the state semantics presented here to include these features.
For example, our semantics cannot universally address the
concept of stroke transformation. Modifying a stroke could
range from translation, to rotation, scaling, smoothing, or
splitting. By first approximation, the semantics of modifying
strokes will be a significant generalization of stroke addition
and erasure.

One interesting opportunity this work presents is how our
classification system can directly benefit developers. The
seven classifications we define have various trade-offs be-
tween implementation complexity and richness of interac-
tion, and programmers might be willing to trade certain
features for simplicity and robustness. It could also be valu-
able to investigate ways that a development framework could
better support novice programmers through explicit mecha-
nisms for maintaining the semantics level of an application.
At some point, it may even be possible to automatically gen-
erate code to support erasure, given just a semantic descrip-
tion of an application.
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